IT Project Manager (Internal Tools &
Processes),IT & Software (Dilbeek)
Where will you work?
This 100% Belgian company -with worldwide ambitions- delivers state-of-the-art software for
radio and television channels. They are constantly developing, expanding and optimizing their
software platform with speed, efficiency and pleasure! This persistent effort to delight their
customer strengthens their leadership in Europe and continue expanding into other continents.
What will you do?
You will join our IT team and work closely together with system engineers, support specialists and
key users. In this internal supporting role, you help enable continuous improvement. You will
configure, adjust, support and maintain internal applications, tools and IT processes.







You will be actively involved in the daily running and development of the diverse applications;
You configure and manage the internal applications (commercial off-the shelf or inhouse
developed);
When a new application version is due; you take care of acceptance, transition and roll-out;
You develop supporting tools, plug-ins and web applications;
Keeping an eye on the business, you understand the requirements and proactively translate
them into an action plan;
You draw up all relevant information and keep it up to date. With a natural reflex to share your
knowledge you advocate optimum use of the applications.
Who are you?
We are bedding you are highly motivated, but it’s also important that:












You have a few years of relevant experience in managing applications and/or developing inhouse software
As an open-minded generalist, you love to learn more about new tools and releases
You have a problem-solving attitude and analytical skills
You are a real team player with strong communication skills
You are self-starting and like to take initiative
You have business understanding
You have basic knowledge of technology platforms as well as ICT infrastructure
You are familiar with Windows and MS Office, web servers (IIS and Apache), databases
(Oracle, MSSQL), Java, JavaScript and PHP
You are fluent in Dutch and English
Finally, it would be nice to have: Experience in system integration. Admin experience with
JIRA. Knowledge of networks and security.

What do they offer?





Comprehensive remuneration package with fringe benefits, including lunch vouchers, group
and hospitalization insurance.
Intensive on-the-job training, permanent support and continuing education.
A sound work-life balance, with extra days off, recreational possibilities and flexible working
hours.
Your workplace is in Brussels, but part of the time you can work from our satellite offices near
Ghent, Leuven and Mechelen, or from home.

Are you up for the challenge? Please send your CV and cover letter to Crossbridge:
eva@crossbridge.be.

